
 

What is Microblading and Healing Process 
 

MICROBLADING is a semi-permanent tattoo technique used to create the illusion of fuller eyebrows. It is inserting 
pigment into the dermal layer of the skin, mimicking a hair stroke. Generally, the results are excellent. However,                                       
expect to do a touch-up after the healing is complete. Although Microblading is effective in most cases, No guarantees 
can be made, that a specific client and with oily skin, will benefit from the procedure.     

        The Healing Phases 

Day 1-    I have Eyebrows ………. I   L O V E THEM!!! 

 

Day 2 - 5  (Embracing the brows “Dark Side” )  Oh No Whaaaaat? Why are they soooo dark and thick? 
  BROWS are DARKER… (You will miss them being dark)                                                                                
Initially the color will appear much more vibrant or darker compared to the healed result. This is because the pigment is 
still sitting on top of your skin and has not yet settled in completely. When cleaning your brows, do not be alarmed if you 
see some pigment on the cotton swab, as it is the excess pigment and or body fluid that naturally is exiting your skin. 

Day 6 - 10    “The Flaking”   Ewwww!   My Scabs are Flaking off 

Usually within 3-14 days, the skin is healing and starts flaking off. This is so normal. Do not pick at it.  Also, the color will 
Fade 30-50%, resulting in a softer and more natural looking brows. The pigment seems to disappear, but don’t worry, it 
will come back. As the brow flakes it will seem blotchy and uneven.  

Day 12             OMG… What is happening???  My brows are too light… 

Weeks 3 - 4   Sweeeeet….   My brows are back!   …Still looking a little patchy 
 

Weeks 5 - 6    The “Color Settling in”      After the touch up session:  Awwww…My brows are Perrrrrfect 
and Beautiful!         I   L O V E  THEM!!! 

As these are the final healing stages, the pigment does resurface and shows the true color of your healed brows. Any 
missing pigment or strokes will be reinforced on your (pre-booked) 2nd appointment.  This is where we perfect the brows 
evenness and natural look.  

The pigment is semi-permanent and will fade over time, you will likely need to be touched-up within 6 - 18 months. Please 
note that color may fade faster on oily skin. To keep brows vibrant looking, “More touch up” needed than clients with dry 
skin.  
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